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THE SITUATION IN CENTRAL AMERICA: THREATS TO INTERNATIONAL
PEACE AND SECURITY AND PEACE INITIATIVES

Note by the Secretary General

1. The fourth report of the United Nations Observer Mission to verify the
electoral process in Nicaragua (ONUVEN)r in the attached document, is divided into
two parts. The first covers the events which occurred during the last three weeks
of the electoral campaign in Nicaragua. The second contains a broad analysis of
the main issues related to the electoral process, including the conduct of the
electoral authority, the activities of the major candidates for political office
and the violence which affected this process.

2. Mr. E11iot L. Richardson, the Personal Representative of the
Secretary-General, is currently in Nicaragua and met with the President of the
Supreme Electoral Council and with the presidential candidates of the two main
political parties for the purpose of having in-depth discussions on the agreements
to ensure that the voting process on 25 February 1990 would take place without
disturbance. ONUVEN's preliminary assessment of the voting process and the
election results is expected on 26 February and the report containing the Mission's
conclusions should be ready in the first few days of March 1990. ONUVEN, under the
direction of Mr. Iqbal Riza, will thus have completed its main task. A smaller
team will remain in Managua to monitor the transition period until the newly
elected Government takes power on 25 April 1990.
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ANNEX

Fourth report to the Secretarv-General bv the United Nations
Observer Mission to verifl, the electoral" process in Nicaraqua

I. INTRODUCTION

1, r! accordance with the terns of reference of the United Nations observer
Mission to verify the etect.oral process ia Nicaragua (oNWEN) and 'rith the request
for periodic reports to the GeDeraf Assembly, contained in Assenbly resolution
44/LO of 23 october 1989, the Mission has preparetl this fourth rePort on its
activities, which has certain special features. It covers aleveLopnents between the
subnission of the third report (A/44l917) at the end of January and the close of
the efectoral campaign on 21 February 1990. Holrever, it is mostly devoted to an
overall assessment of the electoral campaign from beginaing to end.

Separat.e assessneut of the campaign and the etections

2. oNIfVEN has decided to prepare separate assessments of the electoral campaign
and the elections themselves, for tno reasons: firstly, because they are two
activities nhich, althougb part of the same electoral process, relate to
situations - and require observation rnechanisms - which are compLetel,y
differenti 1,/ secondly, because it seened important to preseDt an assessnent of the
qampaign which would iD no l|ay be influenced by the results of the elections.
A,ccordingly, this document endeavours to evaluate tshe process which has led up to
the expressioD of the NicaraguaD peopler6 ariLL through the ballot boxes. The poll
itself will be assessed in a fifth report, to be drawn up duriug the $eek following
the efections. The appendix describes horr ONUVEN has prepared for its verif,ication
duties during the elections.

II. DEVELOPMENTS DURING THE LAST MONTII OF TIIE CAI,IPAI GN

3, Events in the first three seeks of February will. be addressed briefty in this
section because the nain intention of the report is to provide an overall
assessment of the campaign. This is lelativety easy since it does not cover too
long a period and because patterns of events have not been significantl-y different
from those already deaLt with in previous documents. In view of the need for
brevity, we shall not incl-ude conrnents on devel.oprnents in the natioual and
international political contexts. Mention should be nade, however, of the amnesty
granted by the Government to 1,190 detainees, including 39 former nenbers of the
Sonoza NationaL Guard, because it represents a! inportant contribution to the
process of national reconc i l iation.

A. Perfornance of the electoral authority durinq the period
under consideration

4. Du!i.ng the period under consideration, the Supreme Electoral Councif (CSE) has
maintained. its customary inpartiaLity, retaining a neasure of flexibility and
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ANNEX

Fourth report to the Secretary-General by the United Nations
Observer Mission to verify the electoral process in Nicaragua

I. INTRODUCTION

1. In accordance with the terms of reference of the United Nations Observer
Mission to verify the electoral process in Nicaragua (ONUVEN) and with the request
for periodic reports to the General Assembly, contained in Assembly resolution
44/10 of 23 October 1989, the Mission has prepared this fourth report on its
activities, which has certain special featureSe It covers developments between the
submission of the third report (A/44/917) at the end of January and the close of
the electoral campaign on 21 February 1990~ However, it is mostly devoted to an
overall assessment of the electoral campaign from beginning to end.

Separate assessment of the campaign and the elections

2. ONUVEN has decided to prepare separate assessments of the electoral campaign
and the elections themselves, for two reasons: firstly, because they are two
activities which, although part of the same electoral process, relate to
situations - and require observation mechanisms - which are completely
different: 1/ secondly. because it seemed important to present an assessment of the
campaign which would in no way be influenced by the results of the elections.
Accordingly, this document endeavours to evaluate the process which has led up to
the expression of the Nicaraguan people's will through the ballot boxese The poll
itself will be assessed in a fifth report, to be drawn up during the week following
the elections. The appendix describes how ONUVEN has prepared for its verification
duties during the elections.

11. DEVELOPMENTS DURING THE LAST MONTH OF THE CAMPAIGN

3. Events in the first three weeks of February will be addressed briefly in this
section because the main intention of the report is to provide an overall
assessment of the campaigne This is relatively easy since it does not cover too
long a period and because patterns of events have not been significantly different
from those already dealt with in previous documents. In view of the need for
brevity. we shall not include comments on developments in the national and
international political contexts. Mention should be made, however, of the amnesty
granted by the Government to 1,190 detainees, inclUding 39 former members of the
Somoza National Guard, because it represents an important contribution to the
process of national reconciliation.

A. Performance of the electoral authority during the period
under consideration

4. During the period under consideration, the Supreme Electoral Council (CSE) has
maintained its customary impartiality, retaining a measure of flexibility and
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breadth of j udgernene which have facilitateil the activities of the oPPosition
parties. The rnost notable exanpl.es of ttris attitude incl.ude the folLowing: the
extension by over trro weeks of deadlines for the registraCiotr of poll-watchers,
allowing for registratioa right up to the last mom€nt rrhen it is still Possible to
provide then with credentialsi and an extension of the deadline for receiPt of
foreign donatiols until 21, February, lrhen the part.ies have to conclude their
canvassing activities. It has also, at the request of the parties, strengthened
guarantees of the voting process by authorizing, in aatditio! to use of a security
nunber, the sigrature of ballot-papers by opposition poll-watchers. Fi.ually, some
of the ball.ot receiving boards (JRvs) which were part.ly closed during the
registraEion period have reopened, enabling 1,934 citizens to register in the North
Atlantic Regio!, Nevertheless, iC should be noted that the Movimiento Intligena de
J.a Costa Atliatica (Yatana) has reported acts of intinidation by the Sandinist
PeopLe's Arny, which prevented the registration of many citizeus with links eo that
association. It also reports that the llumber of reopeued .tRVs was much less thaD
the number vhich should and could have been opened if full r€gistration lfas to be
achieved.

B. The nass media during the period under consideration

5. The press has basicall.y retaitred the same f,eatures ttrat a'ere described in
previous reports. sirnilarly aggressive tones have been observed in the language
used by the national daily papers, and the tone has becone even more shrill as the
close of the campaiga has approached. The proportion of space devoted to polit.ical
ard electoraL news has increased even beyond the already high level of the fast
reporting period, There has been a significant increase in politsical propaganda
and in positive accoults of parties supported by the respective papers, together
with negative reports of ttleir opponents. In February, Barricada broughE out an
evening editiou, aggressive in tone, whiqh will be circulated throughout the rest
of the campaign. The case of EI Nuevo Diario was firally brought to trial!
seutence rras giveu against it, and CSE is consideriug an appeal, arhich is currently
awaiting a response. Meanwhile, the paper has continued to make use of the
polemical. acroDl/ms which tink the oppositio! coalition to the former National Guard.

6. As for televisio!, the situation in Noticiero sandinista, as described ir the
third report (A/44/9L7), has al6o utrdergone tro substartial change, continuing to
short a pro[ounced bias in favour of the Covernnent, In Elecciones 90, the
a.l,lotment of titne and the tone have continued to be balanced, and February has seen
the introduction of further improvements to its format. There has also been
greater f,lexibility iD the scheduling and formattitrg of polit.ical propaganda, which
has made it easier for parties with scarcer resources to gain access, Party
pubLicity material caa nolr be broadcast betlreen 5 p.m. aud 9.30 p.n., in slots of
30 seconds each. A good part of the propaganda which is irnplicie in some publicity
spots has been el.ininated. This is the case with respect to the greetings by a
popular actor, usilg words similar to propaganda of the Frente SandinisEa de
t iberaci6n Nacional (FSLN), which used to be inserted at the beginning of the rnost
widely uatched soap opera. A brief sel f-publ ici z ing spot iutroduced by the
Sanditrista Television Systen (SSTV), in which it artificially distorts the message
to highlight the Dumbe r 5 - the FSLN box on the voting paper - has also been
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breadth of judgement which have facilitated the activities of the opposition
parties. The most notable examples of this attitude include the following: the
extension by over two weeks of deadlines for the registration of poll-watchers,
allowing for registration right up to the last moment when it is still possible to
provide them with credentials; and an extension of the deadline for receipt of
foreign donations until 21 February, when the parties have to conclude their
canvassing activities~ It has also, at the request of the parties, strengthened
guarantees of the voting process by authorizing, in addition to use of a security
number, the signature of ballot-papers by opposition poll-watchers. Finally, some
of the ballot receiving boards (JRVs) which were partly closed during the
registration period have reopened, enabling 1,934 citizens to register in the North
Atlantic Region. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the Movimiento Indigena de
la Costa Atlantica (Yatama) has reported acts of intimidation by the Sandinist
People's Army, which prevented the registration of many citizens with links to that
association. It also reports that the number of reopened JRVs was much less than
the number which should and could have been opened if full registration was to be
achieved.

B. The mass media during the period under consideration

5. The press has basically retained the same features that were described in
previous reports. Similarly aggressive tones have been observed in the language
used by the national daily papers, and the tone has become even more shrill as the
close of the campaign has approached. The proportion of space devoted to political
and electoral news has increased even beyond the already high level of the last
reporting period. There has been a significant increase in political propaganda
and in positive accounts of parties supported by the respective papers, together
with negative reports of their opponents. In February, Barricada brought out an
evening edition, aggressive in tone, which will be circulated throughout the rest
of the campaign. The case of El Nuevo Diario was finally brought to trial:
sentence was given against it, and CSE is considering an appeal, which is currently
awaiting a response. Meanwhile, the paper has continued to make use of the
polemical acronyms which link the opposition coalition to the former National Guard.

6. As for television, the situation in Noticiero Sandinista, as described in the
third report (A/44/9l7), has also undergone no substantial change, continuing to
show a pronounced bias in favour of the Government. In Elecciones 90, the
allotment of time and the tone have continued to be balanced, and February has seen
the introduction of further improvements to its format. There has also been
greater flexibility in the scheduling and formatting of political propaganda, which
has made it easier for parties with scarcer resources to gain access. Party
publicity material can now be broadcast between 5 p.m. and 9.30 p.m., in slots of
30 seconds each. A good part of the propaganda which is implicit in some publicity
spots has been eliminated. This is the case with respect to the greetings by a
popular actor, using words similar to propaganda of the Frente Sandinista de
Liberacion Nacional (FSLN), which used to be inserted at the beginning of the most
widely watched soap opera. A brief self-publicizing spot introduced by the
Sandinista Television System (SSTV), in which it artificially distorts the message
to highlight the number 5 - the FSLN box on the voting paper - has also been
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cancelled. Noticiero Sandinista, despiEe having eliminated the cutting and.
offensive tone which it adopteal at the beginling of the campaign aud having
improved the atlotment of time, has nairtained marked biases. The way in which
news about the opposition NationaL uaioa (IJNo) is preserEed usually constitutes
indirect propagalda oa behalf of FSLN. Likewise, much of the tine devoted to other
oPPosition parties consists of criticism directed at uNo. The rnurt.iple repetitioD
of favourabl,e irnages of FSLN aDd unfavourabLe inages of UNO is al,so normal
Practice. on the positive side, it shouLd be noted that Noticiero sandinista has
incorporated various spesial sections, such as', ... days to go,,, ,'Who to vote
for?" and 'rDebate", r.hich, through interviews nith politicians, intelrectuars,
opirion-makers. etc., provid.e nore objeceive iafornation on th€ ideological
aLternatives represeuted by the various politicat parties than the mair body of the
bulletin.

'r. with regaral to the radio, atteltion should be drasa to the case of the mai!
State broadcasEing station, La Voz, which in recent weeks has ergaged in a series
of practices that 6how clear bias in favour of the governmeat party. Thus, it has
itriliated a countdotm ia xhich, day after day, it geLls ho.t{ mauy days remain until
the triurnph of Danier ortega iD che electiols. This month it is organiziug a sort
of radio competition, offerirg various prizes to those participating Listeuers who
correctly predict the "big percentage by which Daliel ortega wil.l win the coming
erecEio's oD the 25th, ia box lrunber s". rn light of these excesses of political
electioDeering, csE has sent tl,o letters to the rnauagement of Ehe raalio station,
ordering that they be suspended irunealiately, the instructions had not been observed
at the tine this report was compiled. o! 9 February, Radio cat6rica requested
authorizatio! froft the Mass Media Department of the MiDistry of the rnterior to
broadcast a progranne ou the Nicaraguan electio[s during the week of
18-25 February. Although the request stressed that the progranme would be of aninformative nature, it was denied on the basis of an assumption that it woutd be
devoted to political efectioneering, an activity prohibited to retigious
broadcastiug statioDs,

C. Acts of violence and intinidation durino the geriod

8. Although the number of conplaints in connection with iDcidenEs at pubric
demonstrations has decreased, the same cannot be said for allegations oi acts ofintirnidatioD and aggression against party members and activists. Z/ In this
regard, there has been no change ia the situatiotr siDce the third report(A/44/9L7r, other tha! in the nunber of candidates rrho have been subject tointirnidation or pressure, which is clearly rel.ated to the fact that it is now
itnpossible to withdraw candidacies. Ther; is a high incidence of conplaints
concerning pressures of an econornic nature, atd particularly of threats of
disnissal, There are also, though to a Lesser exteut, accusations of physical
threats and acts of aggression, which are cited frequently in neetings with
opposi.tion leaders. As was also noted in the previous report, en..yihirrg suggesEs
that there have been excesses on the part of activists at the local leveL. The
ocher issue giving rise to maay compl.aints is that of the destruction of parcy
Propaganda nateriaLs. Practically aft the parties have submitted accusations in
this regard. 9lhile FstN anal uNo are the most frequent targets of such accusations,
alnost alL the other parties are cited,
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cancelled4 Noticiero Sandinista, despite having eliminated the cutting and
offensive tone which it adopted at the beginning of the campaign and having
improved the allotment of time, has maintained marked biases. The way in which
news about the Opposition National Union (UNO) is presented usually constitutes
indirect propaganda on behalf of FSLN. Likewise, much of the time devoted to other
opposition parties consists of criticism directed at UNO. The mUltiple repetition
of favourable images of FSLN and unfavourable images of UNO is also normal
practice. On the positive side, it should be noted that Noticiero Sandinista has
incorporated various special sections, such as 11 ••• days to go", "Who to vote
for?1l and ·'Debate" .. which, through interviews with politicians .. intellectuals,
opinion-makers, etc., provide more objective information on the ideological
alternatives represented by the various political parties than the main body of the
bulletin.

7. With regard to the radio, attention should be drawn to the case of the main
State broadcasting station, La Voz , which in recent weeks has engaged in a series
of practices that show clear bias in favour of the government party. Thus, it has
initiated a countdown in which, day after day, it tells how many days remain until
the triumph of Daniel Ortega in the elections. This month it is organizing a sort
of radio competition, offering various prizes to those participating listeners who
correctly predict the "big percentage by which Daniel Ortega will win the coming
elections on the 25th, in box number 5". In light of these excesses of political
electioneering, CSE has sent two letters to the management of the radio station,
ordering that they be suspended immediately; the instructions had not been observed
at the time this report was compiled. On 9 February, Radio Catolica requested
authorization from the Mass Media Department of the Ministry of the Interior to
broadcast a programme on the Nicaraguan elections during the week of
18-25 February. Although the request stressed that the programme would be of an
informative nature, it was denied on the basis of an assumption that it would be
devoted to political electioneering, an activity prohibited to religious
broadcasting stations.

c. Acts of violence and intimidation during the period

8. Although the number of complaints in connection with incidents at pUblic
demonstrations has decreased, the same cannot be said for allegations of acts of
intimidation and aggression against party members and activists. ~/ In this
regard, there has been no change in the situation since the third report
(A/44/917), other than in the number of candidates who have been subject to
intimidation or pressure, which is clearly related to the fact that it is now
impossible to withdraw candidacies. There is a high incidence of complaints
concerning pressures of an economic nature, and particularly of threats of
dismissal. There are also, though to a lesser extent, accusations of physical
threats and acts of aggression, which are cited frequently in meetings with
opposition leaders. As was also noted in the previous report, everything suggests
that there have been excesses on the part of activists at the local level. The
other issue giving rise to many complaints is that of the destruction of party
propaganda materials. Practically all the parties have submitted accusations in
this regard. While FSLN and UNO are the most frequent targets of such accusations,
almost all the other parties are cited.
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9. There w6re furEher corfirmed ilstances aturing February of attacks which may be
ateributed to Nicaraguan resistance groups iu the conflict zoues. Although the
Du$ber of incidents and civilia! victitns of such attacks appeared to have
diminished ( f rorn 27 civilian dead and wounded in January to 11 i! the first two
treeks of February), some particularly serious attacks have occurred in the last few
days. In the latest such episode, on 17 February, four peasants in a co-operative
situated 25 kilometres from Esteti, of $hom three were mi.litauts and poll-natchers
of FSLN, were murdered,

10. In recolt weeks sone matters of concern have arisea for the Mission, in
connection rith possible irregularities lrhich might occur irnrnediately after the
\tRvs are closed. In this counection, we should mention atLegations that the only
way the party in power can be victorious is by frautl, calls for peopfe to go to the
boards where they cast their votes anal exert unlawfuL pressure o! JRv menbers while
the votes are being tsallietl and, Lastly, the possibility of party ratLies o! the
light of 25 February, with the far from legligible risk that pressure or
intitnidatio! may be allo$ed to interfere with the vote-tallyiug process, 3/ Ou
19 February, CSE issued a resolutiou as a reninder of ehe rule that no opinion
polls rnay be publisheal before 6 p.m. on votirg day, that Do demonstrations or
public ralties rnay be held before nidnight that alay and that the rnass media are
under aD obLigatiou to transmit truthful and respotrsible information. The Council
requested support for this rasolution from the political parties aad received
Pledges of support, except fron I'NO, the Nicaraguan Social. Christian Party (PSC)
and the Marxist-Lelini st Popular Action Mowement (MAP-ML).
Mrs, violeta B. de Chamorro, i! her capacity as Ehe catdidate for IINO, transnitEed
a Letter to CSE on 21 February, expressing her support for the resolutio!.

III. ELEMENTS TO BE TAKEN INAO CONSIDERATION FOR ASSESSMENT
OF TIIE ELECTORAI PROCESS

A. Criteria for assessment

11. The Nicaraguau electiots on 25 February 1990 coustitute the culmiaation of a
long series of efforts to overcone the conpLea crisis which has affected Nicaraguan
society for nany years. They are taking ptace "urrder a rnaguifyilg glass nith a
spotlighC", {/ with the activities of, tbe many observers pl.ayitrg a part in the
scrutitly. The elections are thus being held in a partiqular historical context
and, give! the extent of the scrutiny, must. be assessed on the basis of clear
paeterns of conparison lrith other electoral proceases. Some sectors of the
oppositiotr have requesteal that, iD the Mission's final assessrnent, no account
should be tak€u of the fact that Nicaragua "Iacks a denocratic traditioa" and that
the elections should be evaluated "lrithout drai.ing on history for excuses". 5,/

L2. In this regard, the posit.ion of ONtryEN is clear. It is true that the
25 February elections are aot being verified in the context of an already
established pluralist democracy with a tradition of conpetitive eLections. But
that is no reason to relax the criteria for assessnent. in respect of auything that
rnay affect the eleqtoral process, the abitity of citizens freely to express their
ltill, the absence of prior ceasorship or restrictions on freedom of expression, the
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9. There were further confirmed instances during February of attacks which may be
attributed to Nicaraguan resistance groups in the conflict zones. Although the
number of incidents and civilian victims of such attacks appeared to have
diminished (from 27 civilian dead and wounded in January to 11 in the first two
weeks of February). some particularly serious attacks have occurred in the last few
days. In the latest such episode. on 17 February. four peasants in a co-operative
situated 25 kilometres from Esteli. of whom three were militants and poll-watchers
of FSLN 1 were murdered.

10. In recent weeks some matters of concern have arisen for the Mission, in
connection with possible irregularities which might occur immediately after the
JRVs are closed. In this connection. we should mention allegations that the only
way the party in power can be victorious is by fraud. calls for people to go to the
boards where they cast their votes and exert unlawful pressure on JRV members while
the votes are being tallied and. lastly, the possibility of party rallies on the
night of 25 February. with the far from negligible risk that pressure or
intimidation may be allowed to interfere with the vote-tallying process. 11 On
19 February. CSE issued a resolution as a reminder of the rule that no opinion
polls may be published before 6 p.m. on voting day. that no demonstrations or
public rallies may be held before midnight that day and that the mass media are
under an obligation to transmit truthful and responsible information. The Council
requested support for this resolution from the political parties and received
pledges of support. except from UNO. the Nicaraguan Social Christian Party (PSC)
and the Marxist-Leninist Popular Action Movement (MAP-ML).
Mrs. Violeta B. de Chamorro. in her capacity as the candidate for UNO. transmitted
a letter to CSE on 21 February. expressing her support for the resolution.

Ill. ELEMENTS TO BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION FOR ASSESSMENT
OF THE ELECTORAL PROCESS

A. Criteria for assessment

11. The Nicaraguan elections on 25 February 1990 constitute the culmination of a
long series of efforts to overcome the complex crisis which has affected Nicaraguan
society for many years. They are taking place "under a magnifying glass with a
spotlight". ~I with the activities of the many observers playing a part in the
scrutiny. The elections are thus being held in a particular historical context
and, given the extent of the scrutiny, must be assessed on the basis of clear
patterns of comparison with other electoral processes. Some sectors of the
opposition have requested that, in the Mission's final assessment, no account
should be taken of the fact that Nicaragua "lacks a democratic tradition" and that
the elections should be evaluated "without drawing on history for excuses". ,2./

12. In this regard. the position of ONUVEN is clear. It is true that the
25 February elections are not being verified in the context of an already
established pluralist democracy with a tradition of competitive elections. But
that is no reason to relax the criteria for assessment in respect of anything that
may affect the electoral process. the ability of citizens freely to express their
will, the absence of prior censorship or restrictions on freedom of expression, the
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uecessary guarantees for a secret ballot
tallies. Il1 other words, there must be
framework of the electoral process, the
the respect lrhich Government aud parties
the eLectoral coutest.

aud the fairness of the subsequeat
no concessions with regard to the legal
impartiality of the electoral authority or
must accord to the agreed rules governing

13. However, it is impossib.le to ignore the fact that the country has endured IoDg
years of conflict, producing a context of iltolera!.ce with frequent vestiges of
authoritarianisn. which it is difficult to eliniDate just because an open and
conpetitive electoral process is introduced and the goverDrneut authorities state
their intentiou to conduct that process inparCially, It I'il] take many years to
elimiaate such iutolerance and vestiges of authoritari ani sn and., until that is
doDe, there will be a persistence of actious and atCitudes which are not norrnal in
established pluralist democracies. Such actioas and atticudes have often beetr seen
iD the course of the electoral campaign. I{owever, in this respect, our assessneDt
should cenEre not so much on the fact that they occur - D.ow and again - as otx the
resulting reactions of the eleetoral aud governtnent authorities. This has, of
course, not alr,ays been easy, bub it is this criterioD t{hich has led ONWEN, both
in this overall assessment and in its previous reports, to focus its attention on
the extent to nhich the najor protagouists iD the eLectoral, process perforn
correctly, rather than on a surffnary of isolaeed episodes. 6/

B. Documentary sources for the assessmett

14. lhe primary sources for this assessment are the reports subnitted by ONWEN in
October L989 (L/44/642 and Corr.1) and Decernber LgAg (A/44/834) and January 1990
(A/44/9L7r, as {e11 as a previous tec}rnical report on Nicaragua,s electoral laws
prepared by the Departnent of Technical Co-operation for DeveLopnent of the
Secretariat.. The repoxts, in their turn, constitute a syDthesis of the sork
carried out by a group of 27 staff nembers and'consultants based in Managua since
August 1989, together with 21 staff nernbers whci joined then in late Novenber. This
eean Las in Nicaragua throughouh the electoral process, irorking on a full-tine
basis. From both the regional offices and the central offices in Managua, they
conducted sorne 5,000 intervier.s vrith officials of the electoral auttrority, the
Government and the polit.ical parties at all levels, from that of the nation as a
whole to that of small municipalities in the interior. They traveLled the length
and breadth of the country, the number of, kilonetres covered by ONWEN vehicles
during the nission amounting to 480,000, in a country vhose total area is 116,ooo
square kiLometres, To these shoutd be added the trips nade in snal1 ferries and
other types of boats to reach the nost rernote locations on the Atlantic coast. The
regionat observers have atteuded atnost gO per cent of the najor public rallies
held by the opposition parties and a smaller, though considerable, proportion of
those organized by the party in power. They have received, analysed. aud followed
up on hundreds of cornplaints and accusations subniLted by the political parties.
In coDnection rrith cases of particular interest, such as those involving
inbinidation and withdrawals of opposition caDdidates, they have carried out over
200 interviews for the purpose of obtaiuing further information on lrhat took
place. the conplaints aDd accusations have been incorporated iDto a data bank for
the analysis of treuds and patterns, Almost a1l televisioa progrannes with news or
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necessary guarantees for a secret ballot and the fairness of the subsequent
tallies. In other words, there must be no concessions with regard to the legal
framework of the electoral process, the impartiality of the electoral authority or
the respect which Government and parties must accord to the agreed rules governing
the electoral contest.

13. However, it is impossible to ignore the fact that the country has endured long
years of conflict, producing a context of intolerance with frequent vestiges of
authoritarianism, which it is difficult to eliminate just because an open and
competitive electoral process is introduced and the government authorities state
their intention to conduct that process impartially. It will take many years to
eliminate such intolerance and vestiges of authoritarianism and, until that is
done, there will be a persistence of actions and attitudes which are not normal in
established pluralist democracies. Such actions and attitudes have often been seen
in the course of the electoral campaign. However, in this respect, our assessment
should centre not so much on the fact that they occur - now and again - as on the
resulting reactions of the electoral and government authorities. This has, of
course, not always been easy, but it is this criterion which has led ONUVEN, both
in this overall assessment and in its previous reports, to focus its attention on
the extent to which the major protagonists in the electoral process perform
correctly. rather than on a summary of isolated episodes. Q/

B~ Documentary sources for the assessment

14. The primary sources for this assessment are the reports submitted by ONUVEN in
October 1989 (A/44/642 and Corr.l) and December 1989 (A/44/834) and January 1990
(A/44/9l7), as well as a previous technical report on Nicaragua's electoral laws
prepared by the Department of Technical Co-operation for Development of the
Secretariat. The reports, in their turn, constitute a synthesis of the work
carried out by a group of 27 staff members and 'consultants based in Managua since
August 1989. together with 21 staff members who joined them in late November. This
team was in Nicaragua throughout the electoral process, working on a full-time
basis~ From both the regional offices and the central offices in Managua, they
conducted some 5,000 interviews with officials of the electoral authority, the
Government and the political parties at all levels, from that of the nation as a
whole to that of small municipalities in the interior. They travelled the length
and breadth of the country. the number of kilometres covered by ONUVEN vehicles
during the mission amounting to 480,000, in a country whose total area is 116,000
square kilometres. To these should be added the trips made in small ferries and
other types of boats to reach the most remote locations on the Atlantic coast~ The
regional observers have attended almost 80 per cent of the major pUblic rallies
held by the opposition parties and a smaller, though considerable, proportion of
those organized by the party in power. They have received. analysed and followed
up on hundreds of complaints and accusations submitted by the political parties.
In connection with cases of particular interest, such as those involving
intimidation and withdrawals of opposition candidates, they have carried out over
200 interviews for the purpose of obtaining further information on what took
place~ The complaints and accusations have been incorporated into a data bank for
the analysis of trends and patterns. Almost all television programmes with newS or
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political content have been mouitored, together with Publicity sPots and other
rel.evanb items and a high proportiou of similar items broadcast by the rnajor ratlio
stations. More than 600 hours of such macerial have beeu recorded and stored. The

safie has been done in the case of political information in daily an'l weekly
nelrspapers which are circulated throughout bhe country. All these naterials have

been subjected to quantitative and qualitative aualysis, including examination of
the subjec!-matter antl the calibre of the messages lransmitted, together with the
incorporation of political proPaganda (party, tine, tyPe of nessage, scheduling,
linkage lrith other spots, etc.). Z/ The precedinq list of activities carried out
by ONWEN is not exhaustive but gives a clear irnpressio! of the broad documentary
base used for the assessment.

C. Adrninistration of the elecEoral Drocess

15. The init.ial phase of the process concluding in the elections of
25 February 1990 was the aPprovaf of reforms to the Electoral and Mass Media Acts'
The reactions of the Parties resulted in a new natioual dial.ogue which took Place
in earty Augusts 1989 and 1ed to agreemetrts thaC addressed rnany of the opposition's
demands. successive measures on the part of the Government and resolutions by the
electoral authority arnplified the legal framework within vhich the elections are
being hetd. Al,though the nost exereme demaads of the oPPosibion were not met, g/
the resultirg 1ega1 framework is sufficieuLly open to elsure that the efectiolts
take pLace ia an atnosphere of free competition (L/44/642 atxd Corr,L, Para. 14)'

16. While necessary, the legal framework is noc iu itself enough to guaranEee tbe
right conditions for the electoral conpetition. The other uecessary conPonencs
are: (a) proper application, and (b) resPecc for the freedoms of association
which, in the case of Nicaraqua, led to the absolutely regular formatio[ of
potitical parties and coalitious. .Atmost. all the parties which sought to
regularize their situation were able to do so, and there was no interference with
either the formatiou of coalitious or the authorization of lists of candidates
(L/44/642 and Corr.L, paras. 28-35). This was also true in the case of the Popular
petition associations. As for Yatama, alespite encountering organizational
difficulties and obstacles, 9/ iL enjoyed the full support of cSE in the finaf
processing of its application, with the result tha! folmal Problerns in the
association's submission r'ere set aside.

L7. The second factor of najor inportance in terms of establishing ttre 1egal and

administrative franeirork of the electorat Process tf,as the PreParation of the
electoral ro11, addressed io the second report (A,,/ 44/ 8341. The number of citizens
who registered ttas 1,750'OOO, rePresenting 88.5 per cent of the enfranchised
population, as estinated by the National Institute of statistics and censuses
(INEC). The positive impressions of ONl'vEN were shared by most other observers,
including the Organization of tunerican States (0AS) and the Council of
Freely-Elected Heads of State, headed by forner Presialent Carter. Security
conditions prevented the normal operation of a number of JRvs, sone of which oPened

subsequenEly, uPon which sone 2,OOO individuals registered. There have been
cornpl,aints that a celtain nurnber of citizens were unable to register in areas close
to Ehe border with Itoaduras 3 estinates of the number iDvolved differ considerably,
but the little available evialence suggests chae it was not very high'
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political content have been monitored, together with publicity spots and other
relevant items and a high proportion of similar items broadcast by the major radio
stations. More than 600 hours of such material have been recorded and stored. The
same has been done in the case of political information in daily and weekly
newspapers which are circulated throughout the country. All these materials have
been subjected to quantitative and qualitative analysis, including examination of
the subject-matter and the calibre of the messages transmitted, together with the
incorporation of political propaganda (party, time, type of message, schedUling,
linkage with other spots, etc.). 2/ The preceding list of activities carried out
by ONUVEN is not exhaustive but gives a clear impression of the broad documentary
base used for the assessment.

C. Administration of the electoral process

15. The initial phase of the process concluding in the elections of
25 February 1990 was the approval of reforms to the Electoral and Mass Media Acts.
The reactions of the parties resulted in a new national dialogue which took place
in early August 1989 and led to agreements that addressed many of the opposition's
demands. Successive measures on the part of the Government and resolutions by the
electoral authority amplified the legal framework within which the elections are
being held. Although the most extreme demands of the opposition were not met, ~/

the resulting legal framework is sufficiently open to ensure that the elections
take place in an atmosphere of free competition (A/44/642 and Corr.l, para. 14).

16. While necessary, the legal framework is not in itself enough to guarantee the
right conditions for the electoral competition. The other necessary components
are: (a) proper application; and (b) respect for the freedoms of association
which, in the case of Nicaragua, led to the absolutely regular formation of
political parties and coalitions. Almost all the parties which sought to
regularize their situation were able to do so, and there was no interference with
either the formation of coalitions or the authorization of lists of candidates
(A/44/642 and Corr.l, paras. 28-35). This was also true in the case of the popular
petition associations. As for Yatama, despite encountering organizational
difficulties and obstacles, ~/ it enjoyed the full support of CSE in the final
processing of its application, with the result that formal problems in the
association's submission were set aside~

17. The second factor of major importance in terms of establishing the legal and
administrative framework of the electoral process was the preparation of the
electoral roll, addressed in the second report (A/44/834). The number of citizens
who registered was 1,750,·000, representing 88.5 per cent of the enfranchised
population, as estimated by the National Institute of Statistics and Censuses
(INEC)~ The positive impressions of ONUVEN were shared by most other observers,
including the Organization of American States (OAS) and the Council of
Freely-Elected Heads of State, headed by former President Carter. Security
conditions prevented the normal operation of a number of JRVs, some of which opened
subsequently, upon which some 2,000 individuals registered. There have been
complaints that a certain number of citizens were unable to register in areas close
to the border with Honduras: estimates of the number involved differ considerably,
but the little available evidence suggests that it was not very high.
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18. The coatents of the preceding paragraphs represent o.ry two aspects of the
electoral authority'|s performaace. some sectors of the oppositioa have criticized
the conpositio! of CSE, suggestiug that. it. is totalty biased towards the
Goverment. The Mission has therefore been particuLarly ateternined to nonitor ibs
performance closel,y. rt has bee! uoted. that unanimous decisions were taken,ilcorporating the vote of a recoglized menber of the opposition, i! the
overwhelmiDg majority of cases. There has always been,evidence of
broad-mindedness, flexibility and a determiaation to ensure _ as far as possible _
the greatest possibre participation of poritical groups in th€ er.ectorar process,
Further exanples of the inPartiality and professionalism of the electoral authority
include: the balalced nature of the massive electoral pu-blicity put out by theCouncil, which has not aroused a single conplaint anong Ehe parties, the efforts to
train JRV officials aud poll.-watcher6r and the enaleavour to ensure that the mass
nedia properly fulfil the functiols temporarily assigDeal to then during the
canpaign. !q/

19. The o[Iy matter which has warrauted aDy reservation in the uniformly positive
assessmetrts of the er.ectoral authority's perfornance has beeB its linited capacityto process the complaiDt.s and accusations made by the parties, fn current
circunsta[ces, this shortcorniag is due to factors outside the authority,s control,including its rimiteit capacity for the application of penarti.es, the f;ct that thepace of trials under the normal system of justice is ill_suitett to the rapitt
rhythms of the electiols, the scarciEy of €vidence provided in support of their
charges by certai! parties and - the onry factor actualty within the ambit of csE -the linitsed resources avair.able. Any possibility that the rinitear sanctionsavailable to the electoral authority might becone nore effective depends o! uhetherit becomes enshriDed as a! itstitution aad wias general recognition forlnPartiality, which !f,outd be oDe of the latural, consequetces of its perforrnance inthe electioDs.

D. violence durinq the electoral process

20. Since the very beginuing of the canpaign, the speeches of both sides have maderefereDces to violence. For the opposition, there t as the possibitity that a
GovernfienE that it perceived as totalitarian, in which the rotes ot aimy,
GoverDnent and party were fused into one, could exert pressure and carry out actsof intimidatioa in order to prevelrt it from organizing and rnobirizing ils rnembersduring the electoral canpaign. For tbe Governmeat, the violence was seen as finkedto the activities of the Nicararuan resistance and their itnpact in the zoues ofcoDflict. In both cases, the attribution to one,e oppone4t of responsibitity forthese resPective forms of violence rras a colstant feature of the electoral carnpaignand a central elenent in strategies to discredit opporetlts. viotence tras ouly oneof the thenes thich the contestants used to discrealit each other iu theirspeeches. UNO also brought accusations of corruption and a.drniai strative failings,
t'shi16 FSLN called attetlEio! to liaks with the forrner sornoza r6gime and the cootras,
altd to support fron the United States GoverDment.

2L. At the beginning of the campaign, the opposition,s protests focused ot aflegedcases of intimidation through recruitmetrt for reservist military service (SMR),
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18. The contents of the preceding paragraphs represent only two aspects of the
electoral authority's performance. Some sectors of the opposition have criticized
the composition of CSE, suggesting that it is totally biased towards the
Government. The Mission has therefore been particularly determined to monitor its
performance closely. It has been noted that unanimous decisions were taken,
incorporating the vote of a recognized member of the opposition, in the
overwhelming majority of cases. There has always been!evidence of
broad-mindedness, flexibility and a determination to ensure - as far as possible 
the greatest possible participation of political groups in the electoral process.
Further examples of the impartiality and professionalism of the electoral authority
include: the balanced nature of the massive electoral publicity put out by the
Council, which has not aroused a single complaint among the parties; the efforts to
train JRV officials and poll-watchers; and the endeavour to ensure that the mass
media properly fulfil the functions temporarily assigned to them during the
campaign. 101

19. The only matter which has warranted any reservation in the uniformly positive
assessments of the electoral authority's performance has been its limited capacity
to process the complaints and accusations made by the parties. In current
circumstances, this shortcoming is due to factors outside the authority's control,
including its limited capacity for the application of penalties, the fact that the
pace of trials under the normal system of justice is ill-suited to the rapid
rhythms of the elections, the scarcity of evidence provided in support of their
charges by certain parties and - the only factor actually within the ambit of CSE 
the limited resources available. Any possibility that the limited sanctions
available to the electoral authority might become more effective depends on whether
it becomes enshrined as an institution and wins general recognition for
impartiality, which would be one of the natural consequences of its performance in
the elections.

D. Violence during the electoral process

20. Since the very beginning of the campaign, the speeches of both sides have made
references to violence. For the opposition, there was the possibility that a
Government that it perceived as totalitarian, in which the roles of army,
Government and party were fused into one, could exert pressure and carry out acts
of intimidation in order to prevent it from organizing and mobilizing its members
during the electoral campaign. For the Government, the violence was seen as linked
to the activities of the Nicararuan resistance and their impact in the zones of
conflict. In both cases, the attribution to one'e opponent of responsibility for
these respective forms of violence was a constant feature of the electoral campaign
and a central element in strategies to discredit opponents. Violence was only one
of the themes which the contestants used to discredit each other in their
speeches. UNO also brought accusations of corruption and administrative failings,
while FSLN called attention to links with the former Somoza regime and the contras,
and to support from the United States Government.

21. At the beginning of the campaign, the opposition's protests focused on alleged
cases of intimidation through recruitment for reservist military service (SMR),
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which, according to the opposition, would be used to itrsbil fear in its
supporters, This issue was quickl,y cleared by neaus of a resolution of the
Mitristry of Defence, which exenPted anyone registered as a Poll-I'atcher or secord
member of a JRV during the registration period fron the reservist rnilitary service
requirenent (A/44/642 and Corr.L, paras. 37-42).

22. The focus of atteatio[ later shifteal to tho violence ard acts of intinidation
r.hich occurrett both during the hotding of electoral rallies and before or after
such rallies. Ouce the Process of registering voters, during lthich calm prevailed,
was complete, various violeat iacidents took Plac€ in the course of Public rallies
held in November, Cases were identified in which the owners of, vehicles used bY
the opposition fiet with acts of iltirnidation, obstacles on access roads antl sirnilar
probLems. The violerce at public ralLies reacheal ics Peak on l0 December at
Masatepe, where serious disturbances took pLace and there was one fatality. The
shocking nature of these iuqidents ted the parties to adoPt a series of measures
anal agreements which alnost completely eliminated violence in the remainiug stages
of the canpaign. The najor agreenent related to the preseace of police with the
prior kaouledge of the ral1y orgalizers .LLl (A/44/9L7, paras. 26-30)'

23. The elinination of viol,eace at rall,ies once again led to a shift in the focus
of public argum€nt, which Dot' moved ia the di.rectsioB of acts of, intinidation
againsts cardidates ald pofitical activists, tnainly affecting UNO and Yatama.
Attention was concetrtrated on withdrawals by cardidates for municiPal councils and
po11-watch€rs, and on accusations that alirect Pressure had been exerted to force
such withdrawals. For its part, FSLN used thes€ withdra$als and the contents of
sorne of the letters ia which they rrere subniEted as a political argument. This ttas
a matter of serious concern for both ONIwEN anal 0A,S, antt both rnissions conducte'l
detailed itrtervievs with nose of the members ttho witbdrer. The rePort of ONIJVEN

notes that some withdrawals took place for normal reasons vthich do not make tbe
electoral process anxy less genuiue (nornination of candidates without Prior
consultatioa, unfulfitletl erpectatioas of f,inalcial gain, internal conflicts and/or
political and ideological differences ) . A second, less prevalent, sceuario
iDvolved ninor pressures or different. forms of persuasion which were not of such a
nature as to constitute real intinidation against individuals who in any case
denonstrated a low level of conrnitment to their parties. In the last scenario,
there is a not insigDificaDt nwnbe r of cases in which there was evidence of
intinidation, colcetrtrated in regioas, such as Regions v and vI, which have a long
history of confLicts ard armed confrontacions. An aaaLysis of the geograPhical
distribution and characteristsics of these cases suggests that they stem fron
unco-ordinated init.iatives on the Dart of activists at the 1ocal Leve! (A/44/917,
paras. 34 -40 ) .

24. Although not directty related to electoral activity, violence arising fron
hostil.ities attributed to the Nicaraguan resistance led to significant losses of
ttunan 1ife. This sort of violence continued, with s1igbt variations, throughout
the perioal of the election campaig!. The number of civilian fatalities linked to
such hostilities $as 21 i! October. 6 in November, 17 in Decernber, 15 in January
and 5 in the first tno treeks of February. Although most of those killed were
Peasants betonging Co co-oPeratives in the conflict zones, there has in the latest
reporting period been a large number of incidents in which FSLN activists ilied,
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which, according to the opposition, would be used to instil fear in its
supporters. This issue was quickly cleared by means of a resolution of the
Ministry of Defence, which exempted anyone registered as a poll-watcher or second
member of a JRV during the registration period from the reservist military service
requirement (A/44/642 and Corr.l, paras. 37-42).

22. The focus of attention later shifted to the violence and acts of intimidation
which occurred both during the holding of electoral rallies and before or after
such rallies. Once the process of registering voters, during which calm prevailed,
was complete, various violent incidents took place in the course of public rallies
held in November. Cases were identified in which the owners of vehicles used by
the opposition met with acts of intimidation, obstacles on access roads and similar
problems. The violence at public rallies reached its peak on 10 December at
Masatepe, where serious disturbances took place and there was one fatality_ The
shocking nature of these incidents led the parties to adopt a series of measures
and agreements which almost completely eliminated violence in the remaining stages
of the campaign. The major agreement related to the presence of police with the
prior knowledge of the rally organizers III (A/44/9l7, paras. 26-30).

23. The elimination of violence at rallies once again led to a shift in the focus
of public argument, which now moved in the direction of acts of intimidation
against candidates and political activists, mainly affecting UNO and Yatama.
Attention was concentrated on withdrawals by candidates for municipal councils and
poll-watchers, and on accusations that direct pressure had been exerted to force
such withdrawals. For its part, FSLN used these withdrawals and the contents of
some of the letters in which they were submitted as a political argument. This was
a matter of serious concern for both ONUVEN and OAS, and both missions conducted
detailed interviews with most of the members who withdrew. The report of ONUVEN
notes that some withdrawals took place for normal reasons which do not make the
electoral process any less genuine (nomination of candidates without prior
consultation, unfulfilled expectations of financial gain, internal conflicts and/or
political and ideological differences). A second, less prevalent, scenario
involved minor pressures or different forms of persuasion which were not of such a
nature as to constitute real intimidation against individuals who in any case
demonstrated a low level of commitment to their parties. In the last scenario,
there is a not insignificant number of cases in which there was evidence of
intimida~ion, concentrated in regions, such as Regions V and VI, which have a long
history of conflicts and armed confrontations. An analysis of the geographical
distribution and characteristics of these cases suggests that they stem from
unco-ordinated initiatives on the part of activists at the local level (A/44/9l7,
paras. 34-40).

24. Although not directly related to electoral activity, violence arising from
hostilities attributed to the Nicaraguan resistance led to significant losses of
human life. This sort of violence continued, with slight variations, throughout
the period of the election campaign. The number of civilian fatalities linked to
such hostilities was 21 in October, 6 in November, 17 in December, 15 in January
and 5 in the first two weeks of February. Although most of those killed were
peasants belonging to co-operatives in the conflict zones, there has in the latest
reporting period been a large number of incidents in which FSLN activists died,
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ircluding some high-leveL regional leaders. Although the figures iadicated are
rnuch lower than those iD the nonCtrs preceding the Sapoa Agreement, the numbers -particularly wheD compared trith those killed and $ounded in incidents more directly
related to electoral, activity - are indicative of the seriousness of Ehe problen,

25. On 18 aBd 21 February, I,NO and FSLN cLosed their canpaigns with massive
demonstratiors, rrhich iD both cases involved the mass transport of adherents from
nearby cities and the deploynent of supporters all over Matragua. The fact. that
these ral]ies took place without any signifi.cant iacidents, apart fron the oDe
referred to ilr paragraph 8, is a cl,ear indicatio! of the decline in vio]eDce anal
intinidation ia conaection with the electoral process or, ae least, of their
linited effect oD the capacity of citizens to express their views. Ahere are,
horrevet, as loted above (para. 10), postures and attitudes suggestiug thae violence
is possible in the hours folLowing the cl.osiDg of the polls.

E. Freedom of comDetition in the electoral brdcess

26. The proper l€ga1 franework, inpartial, performance of the electoral authority
and contaiDmelt of viotence within reasoDable linits provide suitable conditions
for reasonably conPetitive elections. Nevertheless, certain inportaat issues have
yet to be analysedt canpaign financing and, in the same connection, the possible
rnisuse by the governiag party of State property, and particularly of the nedia,
which in Nicaragua largely belong to the State.

27. Issues re.Lating to the finaacing of Che parties have been discussed in
previous reports, subject to the linitations imposed by the scarcity of availabre
information. Atnolg tbem, the subject which received mosc at.tention and gave rise
to most accusations was that of, the contributions made by the United States
Congress, through the NationaL Fund for Denocracy, to ttNO and sone civilian
institutions closeLy related to it. There were der.ays, originalry in connection
with appropriation of the funds by the uniteat states Government, and, su-bsequenlly,
hoLd-ups trhich can be aetributed partly to bureaucratic processing of the doaation
and partty to the submission of insufficient documentation by the contributors,
The negotiaEions undertaken by the observer groups and, in particular, the direct
mediation of, former President carter, led to a political decision by the covernment
to permit the receipt of such furds trith a ninimum of legal formalities, nakitrg ic
Possibl€ to use them in the final phase of the electoral process. The nou-IINO
oPposition parties have vigorously objectsed to the existelce of such a donation.
On the other hand, FSLN has used it as an itnportant argunent i,a its own campaign to
discredit its principal rival.

28. With regard to local parly financiDg, CSE ensured that the linited
contributions provided. for in the national budget were distributett to parties,
without any significant protests being recorded in that connection. UNO has
requested that the paFnents made by the state to FSLN be examineil by the office of
the ConptrolLer General. FSLN, for its part, states that its broad-based. anat
tfell-notivated organization has eaabred it to obtain anple funds through the safe
of bonds, chat rnuch of its campaign is supported by contributions in the form of
labour on the part of its activists ard that it has received substaDtial
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including some high-level regional leaders. Although the figures indicated are
much lower than those in the months preceding the Sapoa Agreement, the numbers 
particularly when compared with those killed and wounded in incidents more directly
related to electoral activity - are indicative of the seriousness of the problem.

25. On 18 and 21 February, UNO and FSLN closed their campaigns with massive
demonstrations, which in both cases involved the mass transport of adherents from
nearby cities and the deployment of supporters all over Managua. The fact that
these rallies took place without any significant incidents, apart from the oDe
referred to in paragraph 8, is a clear indication of the decline in violence and
intimidation in connection with the electoral process or, at least, of their
limited effect on the capacity of citizens to express their views. There are,
however, as noted above (para. 10), postures and attitudes suggesting that violence
is possible in the hours following the closing of the polls.

E. Freedom of competition in the electoral process

26. The proper legal framework, impartial performance of the electoral authority
and containment of violence within reasonable limits provide suitable conditions
for reasonably competitive elections. Nevertheless, certain important issues have
yet to be analysed: campaign financing and, in the same connection, the possible
misuse by the governing party of State property, and particularly of the media,
which in Nicaragua largely belong to the State.

27. Issues relating to the financing of the parties have been discussed in
previous reports, subject to the limitations imposed by the scarcity of available
informatione Among them, the subject which received most attention and gave rise
to most accusations was that of the contributions made by the United States
Congress, through the National Fund for Democracy, to UNO and some civilian
institutions closely related to ite There were delays, originally in connection
with appropriation of the funds by the United States Government, and, subsequently,
hold-ups which can be attributed partly to bureaucratic processing of the donation
and partly to the submission of insufficient documentation by the contributors.
The negotiations undertaken by the observer groups and, in particular, the direct
mediation of former President Carter, led to a political decision by the Government
to permit the receipt of such funds with a minimum of legal formalities, making it
possible to use them in the final phase of the electoral process. The non-UNO
opposition parties have vigorously objected to the existence of such a donatione
On the other hand, FSLN has used it as an important argument in its own campaign to
discredit its principal rivale

28. With regard to local party financing, CSE ensured that the limited
contributions provided for in the national budget were distributed to parties,
without any significant protests being recorded in that connection. UNO has
requested that the payments made by the State to FSLN be examined by the Office of
the Comptroller General. FSLN, for its part, states that its broad-based and
well-motivated organization has enabled it to obtain ample funds through the sale
of bonds, that much of its campaign is supported by contributions in the form of
labour on the part of its activists and that it has received substantial
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contributions frorn abroad nhich have been duly processed by CSE, anal in resPect of
rrhich oNWEN has supporting documentation at its disPosal. The relativelY low cost
of terevision anat radio sP;tss ($us 162 per minute on charnel 6)' which in ottrer
parts of the rorld accounts for nost of the cost of a political canpaign' is one of
lhe factors that tenat to reduce the overall. cost of an electoral carnpaiga al]d make

the expLanations Put forwaral by the Parties plausible' This does not alter the
fact that the canpaign conducted by FSLN seens costly and that the oPPosition has

eapresssd formal atoubts as to the origin of its funds'

29. the accusations refating to the misuse of State ProPerty by the governing
party have centered on trro issues. The first is the use of vehicl'es beloaging to
the state for tlre transport of alenonstrators to Public rallies, The accusations
have not been specific in nature and have geDerally referred to the fact that a

Iarge number of, the vehicles transporting suPPorters of rsLN bear state ficence
ptaies, as has been coDfirned by the observers. The counter-argumeDb has been that
ihe vehicles were hired, and FSLN has suPPtied ONWEN wich evidence of severaL

receipts for Paymetrt itr this resPect, although it has a&nittetl the Possibility of
abuses on the Part of synPathetic goverlrment off,icers' Ic has also Pointed out
thatanyPartyisfreeto}rirestatevehicles.Aletterf,ronoNl'vENtoth€
politicil parlies, asking then to report irregularities, tlitt not arouse much

i.*poo"., The second issue relates to the Placing of electoral Publicity material
ou public builclings. This Practice, $hich iras very frequent at tshe beqilning of,

the electoral carrPaign, bas bee! sigaif,icautly reduced as a result of action by the
Regioral Electoral Councils, foLlorring precise instructions fron CSE'

30. The most sensitiv€ issue in relation to freedom of the electoral comPetition
has undoubtedly been that of the use of the nass media' In the case of the Press'
the aggressive tole of the lauguage and the extents to which opponentss ar€
discriaitea 5as aldays beea a cause of concern for the Mission. CSE seg uP a Mass

Media Department and has acted flrtnly in that conlection, though with onl'y limited
success. The violent language, rtith f,ew eacePtiotts, continues to be one of the
fundameutal features of the camPaign and has grown even stronger in the closing
phase.

31. As for teLevision and radio, the Etectoral Act contains a number of relevant
provisions (A/44/834, para. 65) which have been strictly appliecl' These provisions
are supplemented by certain agreenents reached in the course of the national
aialogue conceraing ttre granting ol ftee broadcasting time to parties on

Channel 2. In the area !]ot covered by either the law or the agreenents ' bowever'
the unegual allotment of time to the GoverDnent and the oPPosition' the
manipulJtion of certain Progrannes and the extrenely uegative treatment of the
opposition leat oNWEN to register strong criticisrns (A/44l834, Paras. 66-72). The

siiuatioo imProved substantial'ly during Deceriber, as reflected itr the third rePort
(A/44/gL7, paras. 46-49), although sorne significant irregularitsies conEinued to be

observed. As noted above, some of these irreguLarities bave been elirninatsed by
neans of negotiatiotrs, while others have Persisted right uP to the end of the
campaign.
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contributions from abroad which have been duly processed by CSE, and in respect of
which ONUVEN has supporting documentation at its disposal. The relatively low cost
of television and radio spots ($US 162 per minute on Channel 6), which in other
parts of the world accounts for most of the cost of a political campaign, is one of
the factors that tend to reduce the overall cost of an electoral campaign and make
the explanations put forward by the parties plausible. This does not alter the
fact that the campaign conducted by FSLN seems costly and that the opposition has
expressed formal doubts as to the origin of its funds.

29. The accusations relating to the misuse of State property by the governing
party have centered on two issues. The first is the use of vehicles belonging to
the State for the transport of demonstrators to public rallies. The accusations
have not been specific in nature and have generally referred to the fact that a
large number of the vehicles transporting supporters of FSLN bear State licence
plates, as has been confirmed by the observers. The counter-argument has been that
the vehicles were hired, and FSLN has supplied ONUVEN with evidence of several
receipts for payment in this respect, although it has admitted the possibility of
abuses on the part of sympathetic government officers. It has also pointed out
that any party is free to hire State vehicles. A letter from ONUVEN to the
political parties, asking them to report irregularities, did not arouse much
response. The second issue relates to the placing of electoral publicity material
on public buildings. This practice, which was very frequent at the beginning of
the electoral campaign, has been significantly reduced as a result of action by the
Regional Electoral Councils, following precise instructions from CSE.

30. The most sensitive issue in relation to freedom of the electoral competition
has undoubtedly been that of the use of the mass media. In the case of the press,
the aggressive tone of the language and the extent to which opponents are
discredited has always been a cause of concern for the Mission. CSE set up a Mass
Media Department and has acted firmly in that connection, though with only limited
success. The violent language, with few exceptions, continues to be one of the
fundamental features of the campaign and has grown even stronger in the closing
phase.

31. As for television and radio, the Electoral Act contains a number of relevant
provisions (A/44/834, para. 65) which have been strictly applied. These provisions
are supplemented by certain agreements reached in the course of the national
dialogue concerning the granting of free broadcasting time to parties on
Channel 2. In the area not covered by either the law or the agreements, however,
the unequal allotment of time to the Government and the opposition, the
manipulation of certain programmes and the extremely negative treatment of the
opposition led ONUVEN to register strong criticisms (A/44/834, paras. 66-72). The
situation improved substantially during December, as reflected in the third report
(A/44/917, paras. 46-49), although some significant irregularities continued to be
observed. As noted above, some of these irregularities have been eliminated by
means of negotiations, while others have persisted right up to the end of the
campaign.
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IV. OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF THE ELECTORAL PROCESS UP TO TITE
CLOSE OF TEE CAr,lPAIcN

32- objectivery, there caa be Do difficulty i! enarorsirg the regar framer.ork ofthe electoral proceris, siace it is comparabl.e with that. if other-countries in theregion and does not ia aay way tend to establish uaaccepta-ble inequalities ofopporturity. Nor is there aay difficurty iu endorsing itre etectoJal authority analits strict inpartiality. Its perforrnaDce, as was pointsed out before (A/44/gI7,para' 62), ha6 bee! one of,the factors tending to "rever the field,,, to inprove theopPort'nities for cornpeeitive canpaigniDg and to errrauce security ia the castingand taLl.yiag of votes.

33: The electoral campaign has lot been free of acts of violence or inEimidation,lhich have - in differ€nt Fays, through ttifferent agents and in itifferingcircumstances - affected tbe major rivaLs in the electoral conpetition.
Neverther.ess, the Missio!'s overar.l assessrnent is positive, fo-r various reasons.Firstry, acts of violence which were .trictr.y linked to electoral activity werecrearry both few in number and of minor impoitance, both in rela.ion to the r.engthand intensity of the electorar. campaig! .od by 

"o.p..isoD with erections itr otherLatia America! countries' secotrdr.y, the situation has teaded to irnprove and in thefinal phase of the campaign - which is usuaLly when nost acts of violence occur _has been particularly caln, Thirttly, the role of the GoverDmert itself _ throughche police, subsequetrt to the Masatepe incidents - in maintainiug order tturingpublic ralLies has been a major noderating factor. Unfortunately, there are stilLattacks and ambushes, teading to many deaitrs, lrhich are attribuE;tr to groups rrithlilks to the Nicaragua! resistaace. Although few in number, they make itimpossible to forget the eristence of violeuce as the 25 rebruary electioasapproach.

34' The question of free erectoral competicion wir.1 no doubt be a subject ofcontroversy. Some wil.l argue that the fusion of party, State and arrnyl togettrerwith the Government's us€ of State trausport, television a,'d radio cons.itute arnassive "pre-electoral fraud", ochers will say that the receipt of contributiolsfrorn a foreiq! Goverunent, arthough perrnitted in ta*, represents a huge aarvantage,this is, for example, the position adopteal by the non_UNO opposition farties.there have been aud contitrue to be probtems of this sort. fi is onry'iignt topoitlt out they have tended- to recur less frequen.ly as the carnpaign has progresseat,particularly with respect to radio ana television, nhich are aispiaying greaterimpartiality i," the slots.devoted to politsical parties ana provilin| eisier accessEo the Parties iD Prime time. Despita this imp-rovemenc aad the efforts which havebeen nade, it. is true that a conprete erininat-ion of the imbalance has not beenachieved. However, while recognizitg th€ contiuued ex.i,stence of problems whichhave beeu criticized in successive reports, oNI'vEN betieves that -any 
possibtefufringefients are of inaufficient sig;ificarce to distort ot g"o...it| invaridatethe free expression of the people,s $ill. we should not forg;t to hi;hlight thefact that the canpaign has changed the way elections are perieived in the councry,not only i! the most obvious sense of rrerping to rnoutd and influeDce citizens,opinions but also bv reaefining. aad consideribly broadeuing the linits of por.iticalaction in Nicaragua. Although it wou'd be impricrenc to rnake long-term predictions,these chaDges nay well be irreversible, and the transfornaEions _ in terrns of Latf
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IV. OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF THE ELECTORAL PROCESS UP TO THE
CLOSE OF THE CAMPAIGN

32. Objectively, there can be no difficulty in endorsing the legal framework of
the electoral process, since it is comparable with that of other countries in the
region and does not in any way tend to establish unacceptable inequalities of
opportunity. Nor is there any difficulty in endorsing the electoral authority and
its strict impartiality. Its performance, as was pointed out before (A/44/9l7,
para. 62). has been one of the factors tending to "level the field", to improve the
opportunit~es for competitive campaigning and to enhance security in the casting
and tallying of votes.

33. The electoral campaign has not been free of acts of violence or intimidation,
which have - in different ways, through different agents and in differing
circumstances - affected the major rivals in the electoral competition.
Nevertheless, the Mission's overall assessment is positive, for various reasons.
Firstly, acts of violence which were strictly linked to electoral activity were
clearly both few in number and of minor importance, both in relation to the length
and intensity of the electoral campaign and by comparison with elections in other
Latin American countries. Secondly, the situation has tended to improve and in the
final phase of the campaign - which is usually when most acts of violence occur 
has been particularly calm. Thirdly, the role of the Government itself - through
the police, subsequent to the Masatepe incidents - in maintaining order during
public rallies has been a major moderating factor. Unfortunately, there are still
attacks and ambushes, leading to many deaths, which are attributed to groups with
links to the Nicaraguan resistance. Although few in number, they make it
impossible to forget the existence of violence as the 25 February elections
approach.

34. The guestion of free electoral competition will no doubt be a subject of
controversy. Some will argue that the fusion of party, State and army, together
with the Government's use of State transport, television and radio constitute a
massive "pre-electoral fraud". Others will say that the receipt of contributions
from a foreign Government, although permitted in law, represents a huge advantage.
This is, for example, the position adopted by the non-UNO opposition parties.
There have been and continue to be problems of this sort. It is only right to
point out they have tended to recur less frequently as the campaign has progressed,
particularly with respect to radio and television, which are displaying greater
impartiality in the slots devoted to political parties and providing easier access
to the parties in prime time. Despite this improvement and the efforts which have
been made, it is true that a complete elimination of the imbalance has not been
achieved. However, while recognizing the continued existence of problems which
have been criticized in successive reports, ONUVEN believes that any possible
infringements are of insufficient significance to distort or generally invalidate
the free expression of the people's will. We should not forget to highlight the
fact that the campaign has changed the way elections are perceived in the country,
not only in the most obvious sense of helping to mould and influence citizens'
opinions but also by redefining and considerably broadening the limits of political
action in Nicaragua. Although it would be imprudent to make long-term predictions,
these changes may well be irreversible, and the transformations - in terms of law
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anat political culture - which the country has uE lergole in recent -rnonths 
may have

set it on course Eo coasolidate ttrose prictices of coexistence which are the mark

of a pluralist society.

35. In brief, colsideritrg all the relevant I'egal and Potitical factors' it is the

opiuion of oNItwN trr"t, .i the campaign closes ol 21 F€bruary 1990 aad the peoPle

of Nicaragua 90 to the polls. they- at! io " 
positio! to decide betweea afternatives

shich have been given a reasoaabll chance to be aired' They will be able freely to
deternine their future GoverDmetrt through ttre verdicC of the ballot-botes on

25 February 1990. the fiaal task of ONI'VEN is to verify the fairness of this
crucial ptr-ase. That will be the assignrnent over the !€xt few days an'l ltill be

refl€cted in the fifth rePort of the Mission'

Notes

I/ The canPaign is a Politico-etectorat Process' requiring an aualytical
approach wbich couceDtraces on Political factors and focuses oa subjects relatiDg
ti-free conpetitio! between the rival candidates ' In the efections themaelves' on

the other ha!d, the maitr area of concern is the proper fulfitnelt of electoral
administration fuactions, lthich Pertnits rnuch greiter struccuring of observatior
activities '

Zl Unfortunately, shortly before the cfosure of this rePort' there ltas a

t.g".tt.bt. incident .tictr ted io the death of a rtNO activist' The inci'teat took

plice after the dlemorstratioa narking the conclusion of the I'NO camPaigu and

iavolveat the Po1ice. The events are a matter of coufusion' and ONIJVEN is still
tryiag to conPlete itss infornatio! on $hat tooL Place'

!/ We night also meDtiou rePorts that projected resul'ts are to be annouuced'

togetherHithcallstod€fendasupposedvictory,beforethereteaseofofficial
aaia by CSE for sigDificant nurnbers of, votsers' Of course' the fact that the
parties should nake ProjectioDs iD parallef with the off,icial' tallies Poses ao

lrobten. The alifficutty arises wtren ttrey use them as a substitute for official
data, even before ttrese are released, and then calt for risky mass rallies'

4/ This expression was coined by The Miani Herald and subsequently
iDcorporated into the electiolt jargon.

5/ La Preasa, "Note to observers", 17 February l-99o'

6/ Naturally, w}'ere a series of isoLated ePisodes establishes a cerEain
pattato of coutluct. it becones an imPortant element in assessing the performance of
the intlividual or grouP which is resPonsible.

7/ The figures given in the text, the only PurPose of-which is^to give an

idea of the scale of activities unalertakeo, are based on estimates' once the

Mission has cornpleted its task, precise data rti1l be conPiled for statistical
PurPoses.
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and political culture - which the country has undergone in recent months may have
set it on course to consolidate those practices of coexistence which are the mark
of a pluralist society.

35. In brief, considering all the relevant legal and political factors, it is the
opinion of ONUVEN that, as the campaign closes on 21 February 1990 and the people
of Nicaragua go to the polls, they are in a position to decide between alternatives
which have been given a reasonable chance to be aired. They will be able freely to
determine their future Government through the verdict of the ballot-boxes on
25 February 1990. The final task of ONUVEN is to verify the fairness of this
crucial phase. That will be the assignment over the next few days and will be
reflected in the fifth report of the Mission.

11 The campaign is a politico-electoral process, requ1r1ng an analytical
approach which concentrates on political factors and focuses on subjects relating
to free competition between the rival candidates. In the elections themselves, on
the other hand, the main area of concern is the proper fulfilment of electoral
administration functions, which permits much greater structuring of observation
activities.

~I Unfortunately, shortly before the closure of this report, there was a
regrettable incident which led to the death of a UNO activist. The incident took
place after the demonstration marking the conclusion of the UNO campaign and
involved the police. The events are a matter of confusion, and ONUVEN is still
trying to complete its information on what took place.

11 We might also mention reports that projected results are to be announced,
together with calls to defend a supposed victory, before the release of official
data by CSE for significant numbers of voters. Of course, the fact that the
parties should make projections in parallel with the official tallies poses no
problem. The difficulty arises when they use them as a substitute for official
data, even before these are released, and then call for risky mass rallies.

~I This expression was coined by The Miami Herald and subsequently
incorporated into the election jargon .

.5./ La Pransa, IlNote to observers", 17 February 1990.

~I Naturally, where a series of isolated episodes establishes a certain
pattern of conduct, it becomes an important element in assessing the performance of
the individual or group which is responsible.

11 The figures given in the text, the only purpose of which is to give an
idea of the scale of activities undertaken, are based on estimates. Once the
Mission has completed its task, precise data will be compiled for statistical
purposes.
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8/ In particular, no changes wer€ made in the conposition of the electoralauttrority, the Council, of political par.ies was not elininated, voting byNicaraguans a.broad rras not permitted, the requiremetrt that SO per ceDt of foreigncontributions be paitt into the Fund for nemoJracy rras not calceLled (although CSEexenPted goods in kind iatended for the campaignj; aDd operation of a fiivatetel.evision channeL t as not auEhorized.

9/ Sone of the existing obstacles and inpedinents were overcorne thanks todirect negotiatioDs by former president. Carter.
Lo/ ihese efforts in-many cases produced lro concrete r€sults, more because ofthe difficulties irherelrt. in such funclioos than as a resutt of any inteatiotr oathe part of - or problens raisett by _ CSE.

LL/ Although it may seen urusuar. that a police presettce during the holding ofpublic rallies should be the subject of a poliiical agreemeat, ehis was th€ case inNicaragua. Before Masarepe, the oppositioi objected strongly to the presence ofpolice in the vicirity of sites wheie ratlies iere tretd, arguing that theirpresence iltinidated those takirg part. r! order to avoid criticism of this sort,the pofice refraiued frorn attending, as happened in the case of Masatepe.
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~/ In particular, no changes were made in the composition of the electoralauthority; the Council of Political Parties was not eliminated; voting byNicaraguans abroad was not permitted; the requirement that 50 per cent of foreigncontributions be paid into the Fund for Democracy was not cancelled (although CSEexempted goods in kind intended for the campaign); and operation of a privatetelevision channel was not authorized.

~I Some of the existing obstacles and impediments were overcome thanks todirect negotiations by former President Carter.

10/ These efforts in many cases produced no concrete results, more because ofthe difficulties inherent in such functions than as a result of any intention onthe part of - or problems raised by - CSE.

III Although it may seem unusual that a police presence during the holding ofpublic rallies should be the subject of a political agreement. this was the case inNicaragua. Before Masatepe, the opposition objected strongly to the presence ofpolice in the vicinity of sites where rallies were held, arguing that theirpresence intimidated those taking part. In order to avoid criticism of this sort,the police refrained from attending. as happened in the case of Masatepe.
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Appendix

OBSERVATION A}ID VERIFICATION OF THE ELECTIONS

1. On 25 February 1990, 237 observers fron over 50 countries will traveL the
lelgEh and breaalth of Nicaragua, observing the conduct of the el.ectionsr 0f
these, 48 beLong to the group which has been observing the conduct of the electoral
process siuce the begiuniug of the campaign, while the rest were added about
10 days prior to the date of the elections. They fall iato three groups:
secretariat staff, officials of the Urited Nations systen and of United Nations
Development Programme projects ir the region, and officials of Member States
assigned by their coutrtries to observe the Nicaraguan elections.

2. ONIwEN took a conscious decision to linit the number of observers, rrhich neant
that it eve! turled down some of the candidates proposed by Governments and
restricted participatio!. by officials aud experts of United Nations organizatioas
or projects in the region. Because of the limited budgetary inpact of increasing
the number of observers in the filal phase and also the possibil.ity of recruiting
observers easily both fron the I59 l'lernber States and from anong United. Nations
officials, the nwnber of observers present during that phase could easily have been
doubletl or even tripletl. ONIryEN chose not to increase the number of observera
beyond the uuinber neltioned because it felt that the potential benefits of such an
increase dial Dot outreigh its invisible costs. For insbance, increasing the sample
on which the project.ion was based by adiliug voters from 100 adtlitional JRvs would
reduce the margin of error by less than 0.1 per cent, The impact of visitiag over
30 or 40 per ceat of JRVS is basically synbolic. E/ Oa the other hand, increasing
the uumber of observers sou1d. steadily increase the logistical difficulties anal
take up the precious time of teans who have been in the regions longer and wouLd
have to attend to the aew arrivals. In short, we are talking about a situation of
ilininishing returns.

3. On eleqtiou day, these 237 observers rdil.l travel to a1I the countryrs
nuuicipalities, from urban areas to the remotest rural districts, Most of the
units in wbich they will travel, and aI1 those operating in areas in the country's
interior, will have moderr qonmuuications equipnent. They will begin their work by
verifying lhe process of opening a corresponding number of JRVS and will then
continue their progranrne of visits fotlowing routes prepared by the regional
co-ordinators. It. is estimaEed that they will visit between 30 antl 40 per cent of
the country's {tRvs, sysbenatically gathering inforrnation on the conduct of the
elections. l'lhen the time comes for balloEs to be couDted, each observer will go to
a JRV where he or she will observe the results of the presidential vote count
and will trarsmit the data to Managua. In urban areas, it is anticipated that each
observer will be able to parEicipate in the vote count - at different stages - at
tiro JRvs, Most nobile units wilL converge on the differert regional capitals to
nake a regional evaluation of the conducE of the elections. Units which, for
security reasons, have to spend the night in the last place they visit will
transmit. their ilformation to Managua and the regional capitals by radio. Once
regional assessments have been nade and the avaitabte infornation has bee!
systematized and conpared with that gathered by other observer missions, the
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Appendix

OBSERVATION AND VERIFICATION OF THE ELECTIONS

1. On 25 February 1990, 237 observers from over 50 countries will travel the
length and breadth of Nicaragua, observing the conduct of the elections; Of
these, 48 belong to the group which has been observing the conduct of the electoral
process since the beginning of the campaign, while the rest were added about
10 days prior to the date of the elections. They fall into three groups:
Secretariat staff; officials of the United Nations system and of United Nations
Development Programme projects in the region; and officials of Member States
assigned by their countries to observe the Nicaraguan elections.

2. ONUVEN took a conscious decision to limit the number of observers, which meant
that it even turned down some of the candidates proposed by Governments and
restricted participation by officials and experts of United Nations organizations
or projects in the region. Because of the limited bUdgetary impact of increasing
the number of observers in the final phase and also the possibility of recruiting
observers easily both from the 159 Member States and from among United Nations
officials, the number of observers present during that phase could easily have been
doubled or even tripled. ONUVEN chose not to increase the number of observers
beyond the number mentioned because it felt that the potential benefits of such an
increase did not outweigh its invisible costs. For instance, increasing the sample
on which the projection was based by adding voters from 100 additional JRVs would
reduce the margin of error by less than 0.1 per cent. The impact of visiting over
30 or 40 per cent of JRVs is basically symbolic. ~/ On the other hand, increasing
the number of observers would steadily increase the logistical difficulties and
take up the precious time of teams who have been in the regions longer and would
have to attend to the new arrivals. In short, we are talking about a situation of
diminishing returns.

3. On election day, these 237 observers will travel to all the country's
municipalities, from urban areas to the remotest rural districts. Most of the
units in which they will travel, and all those operating in areas in the country l s
interior, will have modern communications equipment. They will begin their work by
verifying the process of opening a corresponding number of JRVs and will then
continue their programme of visits following routes prepared by the regional
co-ordinators. It is estimated that they will visit between 30 and 40 per cent of
the country's JRVs, systematically gathering information on the conduct of the
elections. When the time comes for ballots to be counted, each observer will go to
a JRV where he or she will observe the results of the presidential vote count
and will transmit the data to Managua. In urban areas, it is anticipated that each
observer will be able to participate in the vote count - at different stages - at
two JRVs. Most mobile units will converge on the different regional capitals to
make a regional evaluation of the conduct of the elections. Units which, for
security reasons, have to spend the night in the last place they visit will
transmit their information to Managua and the regional capitals by radio. Once
regional assessments have been made and the available information has been
systematized and compared with that gathered by other observer missions, the
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regioual co-ordinaeors witl travel to Matragua early oD Monday morning, so that they
caD rnake an overaLl assessmeDt of ttre colduct of the elections.

4. Informatio! will be gathered using a questionlaire which is also desigued to
aerve as a checkrist, aad will be handed ov€r to observers who have been suitably
trained to deCect irregularities. ah€ questionaaire is structured ia such a tray as
to pernit systematization of the ov€rall assessmeats made by each team, so that an
overall picture is availabl.e in a very short time. At the same tirne, it contains a
mass of more detailed irformation which can be processed subsequeatly for use ia
preparing the Missiotr's reports. ALthough observers could have worked atrd filled
out the forms oa an individual basis, it was considered preferable that they do so
in pairs, so that their views can be compared aDd contrasted.

5. During the night of 25 February aad the earLy hours of 26 February, observers
t ill' undertake a number of adatitionaL verification activities, such as accompanying
the qonvoys tshat will pick up election naberiafs from the JRvs after the baltot
counti removiag the copies nade of ballot coult certificates for itternatiotal.
observers, so that a parallel tabul,atio! of tbe resules can be madei and being
present at the regional csDtres to which rnateriats wilr be brought fron the itRvs
and at the centres where the results will b€ cotnputed.

6. As indicated above, ONI'VEN irill. observe tbe presidential batLot count in
300 JnVs, representiag approrimately L2O,OOO voters or over g per cert of
registered voters. Ball.ot count data wirl b€ trausnittett by hantt in the cas€ of
JRvs close to Malagua, aad using oNwEN's modertl conununications systsetn iL ttre case
of more renote JRVS. Based oa these data, a projection of the resules (sometines
called an early retur!) uirr be made, for use as a verification instrujneat. This
projection is for internal use otr1y aad for the ilrfornation of the
sec retary-General aad vill be shared olly with the oAs nissio! and with that of the
council of Freely-Elected Heads of state headett by forner presidert carter. JRvs
wer€ chosen on the basis of a raad.on sanple classified by department aad
rural/urban habitat which, for the nunber of voters iacr.uded in the sanpre, arfows
only a tiny rnargin of error. The information rrill be available ir the earry
mornirg of 26 February' oNIwEN is giving speciar priority to this iDfornacion both
because it is based ol prirnary data gatber€d by its olrn observers and because of
the mornent at which it is geDerated.

7. The other verificatioa mechauism which oNWEN rrilL use is a tabutatio' ofresults, which wilt iuvor.ve tallying votes on the basis of the data coatailed in
ballot count certificates. These certificates nill be obtailred for al.l JRvs, unaler
an agreement reached with csE. The most inportant thing about having copies of thecertificates i3 that they rrill perrnit verification and control in cases where there
are disputes at certain JRVS.

8. Lastly, oNwEN lril.r monitor all stages of the final vote count to be carried
out i! the regional councirs, A much smaller nission rril.l renain in Nicaraqua
until the new government. takes office.
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regional co-ordinators will travel to Managua early on Monday morning~ so that they
can make an overall assessment of the conduct of the elections.

4. Information will be gathered using a questionnaire which is also designed to
serve as a checklist, and will be handed over to observers who have been suitably
trained to detect irregularities. The questionnaire is structured in such a way as
to permit systematization of the overall assessments made by each team, 50 that an
overall picture is available in a very short time. At the same time, it contains a
mass of more detailed information which can be processed subsequently for use in
preparing the Mission·s reports. Although observers could have worked and filled
out the forms on an individual basis, it was considered preferable that they do so
in pairs, so that their views can be compared and contrasted.

5. During the night of 25 February and the early hours of 26 February, observers
will undertake a number of additional verification activities, such as accompanying
the convoys that will pick up election materials from the JRVs after the ballot
count; removing the copies made of ballot count certificates for international
observers, so that a parallel tabulation of the results can be made; and being
present at the regional centres to which materials will be brought from the JRVs
and at the centres where the results will be computed.

6. As indicated above, ONUVEN will observe the presidential ballot count in
300 JRVs, representing approximately 120,000 voters or over 8 per cent of
registered voters. Ballot count data will be transmitted by hand in the case of
JRVs close to Managua, and using ONUVEN's modern communications system in the case
of more remote JRVs. Based on these data, a projection of the results (sometimes
called an early return) will be made, for use as a verification instrument. This
projection is for internal use only and for the information of the
Secretary-General and will be shared only with the OAS mission and with that of the
Council of Freely-Elected Heads of State headed by former President Carter. JRVs
were chosen on the basis of a random sample classified by department and
rural/urban habitat which, for the number of voters included in the sample, allows
only a tiny margin of error. The information will be available in the early
morning of 26 February. ONUVEN is giving special priority to this information both
because it is based on primary data gathered by its own observers and because of
the moment at which it is generated.

7. The other verification mechanism which ONUVEN will use is a tabulation of
results, which will involve tallying votes on the basis of the data contained in
ballot count certificates. These certificates will be obtained for all JRVs, under
an agreement reached with CSE. The most important thing about having copies of the
certificates is that they will permit verification and control in cases where there
are disputes at certain JRVs.

8. Lastly, ONUVEN will monitor all stages of the final vote count to be carried
out in the regional councils. A much smaller mission will remain in Nicaragua
until the new government takes office.

/ ...
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Notes

a/ The exchange of iDfortnation planned lrith other observer groups, and ",ithelectoral and government authorities also increases, in practical iermi, actual
coverage of the elections,
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~/ The exchange of information planned with other observer groups, and with
electoral and government authorities also increases, in practical terms, actual
coverage of the elections.
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